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ABSTRACT Proxy servers act as an intermediary and a gateway between users and other servers on the
Internet, and havemany beneficial applications targeting the privacy of users, including bypassing server-side
blocking, regional restrictions, etc. Despite the beneficial applications of proxies, they are also used by
adversaries to hide their identity and to launch many attacks. As such, many websites restrict access from
proxies, resulting in blacklists to filter out those proxies and to aid in their blocking. In this work, we explore
the ecosystem of proxies by understanding their affinities and distributions comparatively. We compare
residential and open proxies in various ways, including country-level and city-level analyses to highlight
their geospatial distributions, similarities, and differences against a large number of blacklists and categories
therein, i.e., spam and maliciousness analysis, to understand their characteristics and attributes. We conclude
that, while aiming to achieve the same goal, residential and open proxies still have distinct characteristics
warranting considering them separately for the role they play in the larger Internet ecosystem. Moreover,
we highlight the correlation of proxy locality distribution and five country-level characteristics, such as their
Internet censorship, political stability, and Gross Domestic Product (GDP).

INDEX TERMS Residential proxy, open proxy, comparative analysis, geospatial analysis, blacklisting.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, a lot of efforts have been made to improve the
privacy of users on the Internet, building an ecosystem around
privacy enhancing infrastructure. Protecting user’s privacy is
an important concern in all areas of technology and business
alike, and users utilize several approaches to protect their own
privacy [1], [2]. For instance, proxy servers can be consid-
ered one of the easiest approaches for users to strengthening
their privacy by hiding their actual Internet Protocol (IP)
address [3], [4]. Proxy servers, shortly proxies, act as an
intermediary for delivering online communication between
users and Internet services (remote servers). By connecting
to proxies, users do not have to directly send their request to
the remote server (e.g., web server) but to proxies. When a
proxy receives a request from a user for a particular resource,
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the proxy first searches the internal cache for that resource
and returns it to the user if found. If not found, the proxy
forwards the request to the server to get a response, which
is passed back to the user. The caching operation of proxies
reduces the need for direct communication between users and
remote servers, which leads to the prevention of network bot-
tlenecks.Moreover, by sending and receiving packets through
a proxy, users can avoid revealing their IP addresses to the
remote servers.

Besides privacy protection, proxies can also be used to
avoid Internet censorship. Users on the Internet may be cen-
sored by Internet providers and/or governments, in certain
regions. Governments of various country can monitor their
networks and block access to information and sites that are
perceived as harmful (to the public or to the government).
For citizens in those countries, a proxy can be an option to
bypass governmental censorship and retrieve the information
they seek. Rather than accessing a particular website directly,
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accessing it through a proxy in another country makes it less
likely to be detected by the Internet censors [5].

A proxy that is open to the public is called an open proxy.
Without any permission from the operator, users can utilize
open proxies to protect their privacy and to access information
that is otherwise restricted by local entities. The list of avail-
able open proxies is continuously updated and broadly posted
on many websites [6], [7]. This accessibility often results in
having the open proxies blacklisted easily. Furthermore, most
open proxies have data center IP addresses, so web service
providers can easily recognize whether a request is coming
from a proxy or directly from a user [8].

On the other hand, while open proxies allow the users to
hide their IP addresses and protect their privacy, a compro-
mised proxy (or a rogue) can perform a malicious activity,
e.g., between the user and the server. In particular, when the
end-to-end encryption is not used, the malicious proxy can
manipulate the contents of the transferred data or capture
confidential information that is meant only for the user. Since
operators and policies for open proxies in many cases are not
well-defined, the security threats and implications for users
using such open proxies can be significant [9]–[11].

Another type is residential proxy, where providers utilize
IP addresses that are assigned by a general Internet Service
Provider (ISP) for their use, which makes the request from a
proxy looks more discreet. In general, the residential proxies
are operated in closed fashion and only paid users are allowed
to use a group of proxies owned by the operator. Both open
proxies and residential proxies share similar characteristics,
although residential proxies are different in how they are
managed, i.e., they are ‘‘generally’’ closed.
Motivation. Proxies contribute to improving the privacy of
users on the Internet, while often being targeted for malicious
behavior, which motivates our research. Given the different
operation settings of open proxies compared to residential
proxies, their distribution, regional background, and behav-
iors can be an characterization to understanding the proxy
ecosystem, and their role in network security. For example,
the usage of proxies is likely to be a result of regional poli-
cies and characteristics, and analyzing them can contribute
to understanding the correlation between several aspects of
regional-level characteristics and attributes. In this work,
we analyze the geospatial distribution of proxies, both open
and residential, at the country- and regional-level, to show
characteristics related to location affinities and gain insights
on their correlation with different country-level policies and
attributes. We highlight distribution of blacklisted proxies
and their correlation to countries policies, performance, and
Internet speed. Using 27 blacklisting services, we highlight
the variety of malicious activities of blacklisted proxies.
We also provide a correlation analysis of proxies geospa-
tial distribution and five country-level characteristics: Inter-
net content censorship, Internet freedom, political stability,
Internet speed, and gross domestic product. Our analysis
shows that 79.11% of the open proxies are prone to black-
listing. Similarly, 86.04% of the residential proxies are prone

to blacklisting. Moreover, we investigated the behavior of
the proxies and found that 28.23% and 16.85% of the open
and residential proxies were used for spam, respectively.
In addition, 6.97% of the open proxies are associated with
verified attacks, along with 0.27% of the residential proxies.
Contribution. Our main contributions are as follows:
• We investigate the geolocation distribution of a large
dataset that includes 1,045,468 open proxies and
6,419,987 residential proxies. The locality distribution
of proxies is conducted on the country-level, city-level,
and autonomous system-level where the proxies reside.

• We analyze the behavior of the proxies using 27 differ-
ent blacklisting services. We show that the majority of
proxies are blacklisted, and 28.23% and 16.85% of open
and residential proxies are used for spam, respectively.
Moreover, we investigate the proxies that are associated
with verified attacks. Our analysis shows that 6.97% of
open proxies, along with 0.27% of residential proxies
participated in launching malicious attacks.

• We conduct correlation analyses of proxies locality dis-
tribution and five country-level characteristics, showing
a strong positive correlation between Internet speed and
Gross Domestic Product GDP) with numbers of proxies
within countries.

Organization. The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
In section II we highlight the efforts toward understand-
ing and analyzing the behavior of the Internet proxies.
We describe the dataset used in this study, the preprocessing,
geolocation distribution of the proxies, and their behavior in
section III. In section IV, we conduct a correlation study to
understand the relationship between the distribution of the
proxies and five factors, including the censorship, Internet
freedom, political stability, Internet speed, and the gross
domestic product. Finally, we conclude our work in sectionV.

II. RELATED WORK
Recently, several studies have been exploring the ecosystem
of proxies by analyzing their behavior and performance,
as well as the security aspects of such services [12]. While
most of the studies addressed different aspects related to
open proxies, few works have been done toward analyzing
residential proxies due to the challenges in identifying them.
Addressing and analyzing the distribution of both open and
residential proxies and their relation to regional character-
istics is the main goal of this study which fills the gap in
current literature. This section highlights the efforts towards
understanding and analyzing the behavior of proxies.
Open Proxy. To fully-understand the reliability and the
security of open proxies, Mani et al. [13] have conducted
a comprehensive study on open proxies using a large-scale
dataset of 107,000 listed open proxies and 13 million proxy
requests over a 50-day period. The authors concluded that
92% of the listed open proxies are unresponsive to proxy
requests. Further, the study also found that a substantial
number of open proxies have a sort of malicious behavior,
e.g., modifying the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML)
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content to be used for cryptocurrency mining (cryp-
tojacking), launching man-in-the-middle attacks, fetching
remote access Trojans and/or other forms of malware.
Tsirantonakis et al. [14] proposed a framework that collects
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) proxies from different
websites, and tests them using decoy websites-basedmethods
(dubbed honeysites). The study implemented a content mod-
ification detection technique that aims to detect any object
modifications by operating at the level of the page’s Doc-
ument Object Model (DOM) tree. Applying this technique
on a dataset of (19,473) open proxies, the authors reported
that 5.15% of the proxies perform a malicious content mod-
ification or injection. They also reported that 47% of the
malicious proxies inject ads, 39% inject script to collect user
data, and 12% used to redirect the user to malicious websites
that contain malware. Even with such risks, Perino et al. [15]
showed that open proxies services are increasing drastically,
and only a small fraction of the available proxies actually
works. In their study, Perino et al. [15] reported that around
10% of the working proxies have a sort of malicious behavior.

Another work by Chung et al. [16] studied the
end-to-end connectivity violation of the proxy services,
where they utilized Luminati to detect end-to-end viola-
tions of Domain Name Server (DNS), HTTP, and Hypertext
Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS), and to detect when a
host or an ISP perform a content monitoring. Using more
than 1.2 million nodes across 14,000 autonomous systems
covering 172 countries, the findings showed that 4.8% of
nodes are subject to some type of end-to-end connectivity
violation. The reliability of proxies can be measured by how
the advertised location is accurate. Recent studies such as
Weinberg et al. [17] have shown that some proxies providers
are advertising to have a wide range of locations, while in fact
their proxies are in certain countries in which the server cost
is cheap. Another work byWeaver et al. [18] utilizedNetalyzr
and techniques based on traceroutes of the responses to TCP
connection to detect the presence of proxies.
Residential Proxy. The first study examining the behavior
of the residential proxies is due to Mi et al. [8], where the
authors conducted an in-depth analysis on residential proxy
services and servers, including about sixmillion residential IP
addresses across≈230 countries and 52,000 Internet Service
Providers (ISPs). Their findings show that even though resi-
dential proxy providers claim that the proxy hosts willingly
participated in providing the service, many proxies operate on
compromised hosts. They also reported Potentially Unwanted
Programs (PUP) logs as well as other malicious activities,
such as ads, phishing, and malware hosting.

III. DATA COLLECTION AND MEASUREMENT
A. PROXY DATA COLLECTION
For open proxies, we used the dataset provided by
IP2Proxy [19], which makes up a large portion of our dataset.
We also searched websites listing open proxies, and reg-
ularly collected the proxy IP addresses from them as of
November 2019. Residential proxies are not public, so it

is difficult to obtain their IP addresses in a similar way.
To this end, we obtained the dataset residential proxies from
Mi et al. [8]. Mi et al. utilized an infiltration framework to
collect a dataset of 6,419,987 residential proxies distributed
across more than 230 countries and more than 52,000 ISPs.
The captured IPv4 addresses acting as residential proxies
were observed using five residential proxy providers between
July 2017 and March 2018. Figure 1(b) shows the locality
distribution of the residential proxies, and Table 1 shows the
country/region distribution of the top 10 localities for those
proxies.

TABLE 1. Country/region-level distribution of open and residential
proxies. China and the USA contain approximately 29% of the open
proxies, while they are not in the top 10 countries/regions in the
residential proxies list. Similarly, Turkey contains 528,032 residential
proxies, but only 5,040 open proxy.

Open Proxy and Residential Proxy.We collect open proxy
IP addresses by searching Google for an ‘‘open proxy list’’
and selecting sites that are updated regularly or can perform
direct collection commands. We summarize the collected
number of open proxy IP addresses in Table 2. A large propor-
tion of the dataset is from IP2Proxy [19], with a total number
of unique IP addresses of 1,045,468.We observe that different
lists provide same IP addresses (55,348 IP addresses). To
gather residential proxies IP addresses, we obtained resi-
dential proxy dataset from Mi et al. [8]. This dataset con-
sists of IPv4 addresses collected between July 2017 and
March 2018 and contains a total of 6,419,987 IP addresses.
We find that there are common IP addresses between the
two datasets. That is, 20,816 IP addresses exist in both open
and residential proxy datasets. After collecting the datasets,
we conduct a geospatial analysis to obtain the distribution
of open and residential proxies. We categorize the locations
of proxies by country-, city-, and autonomous system-level
locality of the proxies. We start by obtaining the geolocation
and Autonomous System Number (ASN) of each IP address
using the IP-to-region local dataset and the MaxMind online
database [24].

B. GEOSPATIAL ANALYSIS
Country-level Distribution of Proxies. Figure 1 shows the
country distribution of open and residential proxies.
The darker blue shade indicates a higher number of proxies in
the given country. Figure 1(a) describes the city-level distri-
bution of open proxies with China and the US accounting for
a large proportion, as they occupy 28.7% of all open proxies.
The distribution of residential proxy is shown in Figure 1(b),
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TABLE 2. Websites that provide open proxy lists and the number of open proxy IP addresses collected. We can see that there are many duplicate IP
addresses collected.

FIGURE 1. Country distribution of open and residential proxies. Darker
shade of blue represents more proxies residing in the country. Here,
China and the US contain the majority of Open Proxies, while Turkey and
India contain the highest number of residential proxies.

which is different from the distribution of the open proxy.
Turkey and India have a large portion (15.08%), followed
by Ukraine and the United Kingdom. Table 1 provides the
top 10 country/region distributions of open and residential
proxies in our data collection. The distribution of open
proxies by country is concentrated in the top two countries,
but the residential proxies are more dispersed in Russia and
European countries and South America. The top 10 nations
of the open proxy account for nearly 70%, while residential
proxy accounts for less than 50% (46.8%).

City-level Distribution of Proxies. The distribution of cities
in open and residential proxies is similar to that of coun-
tries. However, China is located at the top of the country
distribution. We find only one Chinese city (Hangzhou) in
the top 10 ccities, as shown in Table 3. This indicates that
the proxy is scattered in many cities in China, where nearly
300 Chinese cities appear in our dataset. Figure 2(a) describes
city distribution of open proxies. In this figure, we use circles
to present the number of open and residential proxies in each
city. Also, we highlight the top 10 cities with the red color
and larger size. The size of the circle depends on the number
of open proxies in the city. To better illustrate the distribution
within the cities, the region should be limited to a specific
country. Figure 3(a) shows the distribution of open proxies
in China. This figure shows that not only Hangzhou but also
other Chinese cities occupy a large number of open proxies.
The large 10 circles in this figure represent the top 10 cities
in China with open proxy numbers, which are in the top
30 cities of the entire open proxy. This indicates that the open
proxies in China are distributed among major cities, such as
Hangzhou, Nanchang, Nanjing, Guangzhou, and Beijing.

Another example concerns the United States, which has
a high percentage of open proxy. It is ranked second in the
open proxy distribution at the country-level, but in the city
distribution, no city appears in the top 10. This means that the
open proxy in the United States is evenly distributed in many
cities. Figure 3(b) shows the distribution of open proxies in
cities in the United States. There are a larger number of open
proxies, distributed throughout the region and especially in
densely populated areas in the east and west. Despite a large
number of open proxies in the United States, only three cities
were included in the top 30, ranked as 17th, 23rd, and 27th.

In the case of the residential proxy, the distribution of
the city-level is more interesting. Figure 2(b) presents the
distribution of urban levels of residential proxies. The cities
of the Netherlands and other cities in European countries are
similarly distributed, as shown in Figure 2(a). On the other
hand, the two Turkish cities, Istanbul and Ankara, had an
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TABLE 3. City-level distribution of open and residential proxies. Bangkok and Amsterdam contain approximately 13% of the open proxies. While China is
ranked first in the number of open proxies, only one city (Hangzhou) is in the top 10, indicating the high distribution of proxies across the country. Most
of the residential proxies within Turkey are residing in Istanbul and Ankara (88.66%), as they are ranked first and third.

FIGURE 2. City distribution of open and residential proxies. The circle size
reflects the number of proxies. In general, open and residential proxies
and evenly distributed across all Europe, particularly in Ankara and
Istanbul.

inconspicuous number of open proxies, as they were ranked
first and third in the top 10 of the number of the residential
proxy, respectively. In order to learn more about Turkey’s
residential proxy distribution, we represent the distribution of
proxies within Turkey, shown in Figure 4(a). As mentioned
earlier, the two Turkish cities, Istanbul and Ankara, have a
large share. This may be due to the fact that almost 90% of
Turkey’s population lives in two cities.

We notice that India has the second largest number of
residential proxies at the country-level, with four cities from

FIGURE 3. The city-level distribution of open proxies in China and the
United States. The circle size reflects the number of proxies.

India being in the top 30 of the residential proxy city-level
distribution, and 2.15% of residential proxies of the world are
located in Bangalore. Figure 4(b) shows the city-level resi-
dential proxy distribution in India. The four cities mentioned
above are represented by large circles, and the other cities are
widely distributed.
Distribution of proxies over ASs. We also analyzed the
ASNs containing the IPs of the open and residential proxy and
summarized them as shown in Table 4. From this analysis,
we noticed that ASN 4134, which has the largest share of
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TABLE 4. AS-level distribution of open and residential proxies. Here, ASN 4134 is covering China, and contains 10.92% of the open proxies. ASN 23969 is
in Thailand, and contains 4.43% of the open proxies. Similarly, ASN 47331 is in Turkey, and cover 3.67% of the residential proxies.

FIGURE 4. City distribution of residential proxies in Turkey and India. The
circle size reflects the number of proxies.

open proxy, serves China. We also notice that China has the
largest number of open proxies. It is worth noting that ASN
4837, which accounts for 2.42% of the open proxy, is also
an AS in charge of China. ASN 23969, ASN 45758 and

ASN 131090, which are responsible for Thailand, account
for 4.43%, 1.89% and 1.37%, respectively, summing to
80,466 proxies, representing 91% of Thailand’s open proxy.
This indicates that three ASes service most of Thailand’s
open proxy. In the AS-level distribution of residential proxies,
ASN 47331 and ASN 9121 serve Turkey and they account for
3.67% and 1.86% of the total residential proxies, respectively.
As noted earlier, Turkey has the largest number of residential
proxies. The ASes that cover India in the AS-level distribu-
tion are ASN 9829 and ASN 24560, which serve more than
50% of the residential proxy located in India.

C. BLACKLISTS AND MALICIOUS BEHAVIOR
Proxies can be used by users to hide their identities. Although
they are important for privacy assurance, proxies can also be
a challenge to web security and administrators. It is necessary
for the administrators to employ access control to their servers
by knowing their customers and defend against fraudulent
access [25]. Common methods for access control include
manual and automated solutions. Manual blocking requires
understanding the types of proxies, along with maintaining
an updated list of proxy IP addresses.1

With this in mind, we attempt to identify the blacklisted
IP addresses. To do so, we begin by collecting a list of
blacklisting services. In total, we assemble a list of 27 such
services. Leveraging those services, we then distribute the
blacklisted proxies based on their intent, such as spammer,
zombie risk, probable spammer, etc. Additionally, we argue
that a proxy IP address if involved in malicious activities
will be blacklisted and their intent identified at some point
in time. However, it is known for a proxy IP address to be
dynamic, meaning that an IP involved in an attack today may
be assigned to a harmless service. Considering this, the black-
listing services allow a service to appeal against its IP address
being blacklisted. Taking these into consideration, we aim to
understand the distribution, patterns, and associations among
them. For this study, we limit ourselves to the categories that

1Proxy IP addresses change on daily basis.
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strictly identify a proxy to have been involved in spamming or
attacks. In this section, we describe the different blacklisting
services leveraged and how we distribute them into classes
for further analysis.
Blacklist Services. To allow users to identify the different
intents of proxies, there aremultiple online services that make
their list of blacklisted proxies public and classify their IP
addresses depending on the posed challenge to a destina-
tion web-service. For example, the Real-time blockhole list
all.spam-rbl.fr classifies proxies into spammer, zombie risk,
etc. Additionally, these services frequently update their lists,
e.g., all.spam-rbl.fr updates its list 10 times in a day.
• Realtime Blackhole List (RBL). RBL maintains lists
of IP addresses that are susceptible to be used for spam.
It maintains many lists of such IP addresses, depending
on the source. We utilize the list that stores all the IP
addresses listed, and later identify the intent based upon
the return code by their API against our request for that
proxy.

• Spamrats. Spamrats maintains multiple APIs based on
the intent of the source. Each of these APIs maintain
a set of blacklisted IPs. Among these APIs, we utilize
the ones that store a set of IP addresses that are shown
to be involved in spamming attacks or AUTH attacks.
In AUTH attacks, a malicious user tries credentials
obtained from breaches to authenticate. It particularly
targets users that re-use their credentials across different
services.

• Weighted Private Block List (WPBL). WPBL
passively detects spams, with no crowd-sourced or man-
ual additions. Additionally, they suggest securing the
host and fixing misconfigurations to eliminate spam,
and also provide a lookup facility to help users de-list
themselves.

• Uceprotect. Uceprotect maintains APIs that list IP
addresses with either wrong or missing or generic
reverse DNS (PTR record), or dialup connections
(typically suggesting a home/other user with a dynamic
connection), or computers with exploited / exploitable
security holes (e.g., open proxies, open relays, vul-
nerable webservers, virus infected, etc.) or which are
assigned to well-known spammers. We limit ourselves
to the proxies that are known to be spam sources by the
service.

• Justspam. Justspam checks if an IP is listed by
other well-known or independent blacklisting ser-
vices. They claim to be a safeway to prevent false
positives.

• Sorbs.net. sorbs.net maintains multiple APIs with lists
of IPs by their intent, such as open HTTP proxy servers,
IPs with spammer abusable vulnerabilities, known
spam sources (last 48 hours/28 days/one year/anytime),
hijacked, etc. It also lists spam supporting service
providers with ‘‘third strike and you are out’’ basis.
We limit ourselves to the lists that include spam and
attack sources.

• Junkemailfilter. Junkemailfilter maintains lists of
blacklist, yellowlist, brownlist, and whitelist IP
addresses. We limit ourselves to the blacklist.

• Korea services.This service lists most IP address ranges
(network address) assigned to Korea by APNIC, and any
older ARIN ranges with a history of spam.

• Spamhaus. This popular service lists verified
spammers, Register of Known Spam Operations
(ROKSO), illegal third-party exploits, worms, and trojan
horses.

• DBUDB.com. IPs are added to the DBUDB.com
database automatically with no provision of manual
addition. Addition to this list occurs when the recorded
events for a given IPv4 address indicate substantially
that a message content was spam, scam, virus, or other
malware. IPs are added within 10 minutes or less of an
outbreak; data is collected in real-time and the zone is
updated every 10 minutes.

Limitations. The residential proxies dataset was collected
between July 2017 and March 2018, while our blacklist-
ing analysis is done in 2019. Such an observation/analysis
time difference could introduce some false alarms on the
number of blacklisted residential proxies since an IP address
could be associated with a residential proxy for a specific
period of time (e.g., during the data observation/collection
time) and then being associated with malicious activities later
(e.g., during the blacklisting analysis). In this study,
the reported results do not take such a scenario into con-
sideration given the limitations in investigating the period
when the IPs acted as a residential proxy and the lack of
information by the blacklisting services on the date in which
an IP address was added to a certain blacklist. Given the
large-scale dataset of proxies used in this study, consisting
of 1,045,468 open proxies and 6,419,987 residential proxies
(a total of 7,465,455 proxies), the impact of such limitation
becomes less obvious, and therefore the analysis provides
insights into the general behavior of the proxy ecosystem.
Country-level Analysis. Leveraging the blacklist services,
we check if an open or residential proxy is present in any
of the above blacklists. Among them, we then check if it is
a proven spam, or if it shown to be involved in an attack,
and if it has a vulnerability that can be exploited for future
spam activities. Table 5 shows the results of the open proxies
analysis. We observe that China has the highest number of
IPs included in the blacklisting services, i.e., 94.24% of all the
open proxies in the country. Additionally, it also has the high-
est number of proxies shown to be involved in spam activities
and attack sources around the globe, and is the second country
by the number of vulnerable sources. However, it has less than
one percent vulnerable proxies. On the other hand, Iran stands
at number 10 among the most blacklisted source-countries
with ≈93% of its open proxies blacklisted, but is at the
sixth position in the countries involved in attack sources and
vulnerable sources. Other noteworthy countries and regions
are Thailand and Taiwan, with almost 99.5% and 98% of their
open proxies blacklisted, respectively. Conversely, the USA,
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TABLE 5. Country/region-level distribution of blacklisted open proxies. The number of blacklisted proxies is proportional to the total number of proxies
within the country/region. As shown, 99.42% of the proxies in Thailand are blacklisted. China and Thailand contain 29.96% of the blacklisted open
proxies worldwide.

TABLE 6. Country-level distribution of blacklisted residential proxies. The number of blacklisted proxies is proportional to the total number of proxies
within the country. Turkey contains 9.05% of the blacklisted proxies, with a blacklisting rate of 97.68%.

although is at the third position in the number of blacklisted
open proxies, it only represents 55.5% of its open proxies,
which makes it the least blacklisted country by the percent
representation. On the other hand, the analysis of residential
IP addresses in Table 6 reveal that every country (except
Ukraine and Australia) in the top 10 countries with highest
number of residential IP addresses have more than 90% of
their IPs blacklisted by one or more of the services, with
Turkey, Indonesia, Germany, and Mexico having more than
95% blockage.

We also observe four countries—Indonesia, Russia, Brazil,
and Austalia—in the top 10 blocked open and residential
proxies.We observed that 99.3% of residential IP addresses in
Mexico being blacklisted by at least one blacklisting services,
and with 13.5% of its IP addresses being flagged for spam
activities, 0.03% for launching attacks, and 1.6% for being
vulnerable to future spam activities. Additionally, Indonesia
and Australia are the countries that have most vulnerabili-
ties that may lead to their involvement in spam activities in

the future. Moreover, India, Vietnam, and Korea are among
the top three countries with highest number of residential IPs
with proven spam activities. Thailand, Vietnam, and Mauri-
tius are the top three countries with highest representation of
proven attacks, and India, Indonesia, and Australia represent
the top three countries with most vulnerable IP addresses.
India has the most residential IPs that have been involved
in spam and highest number of vulnerable IPs that can be
exploited for spam activities in the future.
City-level Analysis. Table 7 shows the top 10 cities
with blacklisted open proxies, according to our analysis.
While Bangkok appears as the city with highest num-
ber of blacklisted open proxies, Bangkok, Nonthaburi,
Hangzhou, Nanchang, and Nanjing all have more than 99%
of their open proxies blacklisted. However, only Nanjing
has over 90% of its proxies involved in proven spam activ-
ity. Additionally, although 99.3% of the open proxies in
Bangkok are blacklisted by the aforementioned services, only
28.74% of its proxies are proven to carry out spam activities.
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TABLE 7. City-level distribution of blacklisted open proxies. The number of blacklisted proxies is proportional to the total number of proxies within the
city. Bangkok contains 8.18% of the blacklisted open proxies, with a blacklisting rate of 99.30%. Note that most of the cities in this list are with a
blacklisting rate of higher than 99%.

TABLE 8. City-level distribution of blacklisted residential proxies. The number of blacklisted proxies is proportional to the total number of proxies within
the city. Both Istanbul and Ankara are at the top of the list with a blacklisting rate of more than 97%. As shown, Mexico City is ranked fourth with 99.75%
of the residential proxies blacklisted.

Moreover, Hangzhou has the most number (23.56%) of its
open proxies involved in attacks and around 44% of its prox-
ies are involved in spam activities. On the other hand, Table 8
shows the cities withmost blacklisted residential IPs. It can be
observed that all (except for Amsterdam and Kiev) have more
than 90% of their residential IPs blacklisted, with four of
them havingmore than 95%of their blacklisted. Interestingly,
Bengaluru, India has 99.91% of its residential IP addresses
blacklisted by one or more of the services, and more than
41% (highest by cities) of them are proven to be used for
spam activities and more than 7% of the city’s residential IPs
vulnerable to future spam campaigns. Additionally, Brisbane
has more than 10.4% of its residential IPs vulnerable and
around 39% of its IPs proven spammers. The vulnerable
residential IPs, if exploited, could make Brisbane the next
most spam source-city in the world.
ASN-level Analysis. Similarly, as in Table 9 ASNs, e.g.,
4134, have all their open proxies blacklisted but only 47.66%

of them are proven to be involved in spam activities and
21.95% of them are involved in attacks. This can be because
blacklisting services, such as uceprotect, blacklist all the IP
addresses corresponding to the worst performing ASN. This
also explains the 100%blacklisting of open proxies belonging
to ASNs 4837 and 45758. Also, notice that all, except two
ASNs, have greater than 99% blacklisting rate. Additionally,
ASN 121090 has almost 32% of its open proxies involved in
attacks. Moreover, more than 5% of the open proxies in ASN
7713 are vulnerable to future spam activities. On the other
hand, Table 10 shows the top 10 ASNs with most blacklisted
IPs around the world. Notice that, residential proxies follow
trends very similar to open proxies. Particularly, all the ASNs
in the table have more than 90% blacklisting rate, and eight
out of ten have more than 99% blacklisted IPs. Additionally,
ASN 24560, with 99.96% blacklisting, has 32.5% residen-
tial IPs proven to be involved in spamming and ≈4% of
its IPs vulnerable to future spam campaigns. A common
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TABLE 9. AS-level distribution of blacklisted open proxies. The number of blacklisted proxies is proportional to the total number of proxies within the AS.
As shown, multiple ASs have a blacklisting rate of 100%, for instance, ASN 4134 contains 13.80% of the blacklisted open proxies. Note that most of the
reported ASNs are in China and Thailand.

TABLE 10. AS-level distribution of blacklisted residential proxies. The number of blacklisted proxies is proportional to the total number of proxies within
the AS. Here, ASN 47331 contains 4.09% of the blacklisted residential proxies, with a blacklisting percentage of 99.04%.

denominator among the residential IPs is the low proven
attack record, despite the huge number of residential IPs in
our dataset, and huge representation in spam activities.
Takeaways. Although the United States is the country with
the third largest number of blacklisted open proxies, that
only represents 55.50% of all of its open proxies, making
it the country with the least percentage of blacklisted open
proxies in comparison with the total number of proxies it
hosts. We also observed that Indonesia and Australia have
the highest number of vulnerable proxies that may lead to
them being used for spamming and malicious activities in
the future. Moreover, it is shown that both countries have
a high percentage of proxies involved in spamming attacks;
34.59% for Indonesia, and 20.49% for Australia. Among
the 99.86% of the open proxies in Nanjing that are black-
listed, more than 90% have been involved in proven spam
activities, highlighting possible geographical concentration
of malicious efforts. In addition, several cities and ASes have
proxies blacklisting ratios of higher than 99%, indicating a
possible regional blacklisting behavior.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS
A. LOCALITY CHARACTERIZATION
This study highlights the distribution of Internet proxy across
countries and cities around the globe. We aim to define
the relationship between such locality distribution and the
characteristics of countries in terms of performance, policies,
and political stability. In particular, we study the correlation
between the proxy locality distribution and five characteris-
tics, namely: censorship, Internet freedom (best and worst),
political stability, Internet speed, and the country’s GDP.
We report the correlation using three correlation measures,
namely: Pearson, Spearman, and Kendall’s Tau correlation
methods.

B. CORRELATION MEASURES
Correlation is a measure used to describe the relationship
between two or more features in a given dataset as well
as the direction of the relationship (i.e., positively or
negatively related). It highlights both the strength of the
relationship and its direction whether it’s a positive or
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a negative correlation. The correlation coefficient can be
expressed as a value between -1 and +1. As the correlation
coefficient value goes towards +1 or -1, it is an indication
of either positive or negative correlation, while a correlation
coefficient value around 0 means that there is no correlation
between the given features. There are three types of correla-
tions that are commonly used for measuring such relationship
among independent features, namely Pearson, Spearman, and
Kendall correlation.
Pearson Correlation. Pearson correlation is a correlation
statistic that measures the degree of the relationship between
two linearly related features using the following formula:

rxy =
n
∑
xiyi −

∑
xi
∑
yi√

n
∑
x2i −

(∑
xi
)2√n∑ y2i −

(∑
yi
)2 . (1)

where rxy denotes Pearson r correlation coefficient between
feature x and feature y, n represents the number of samples
in a given dataset, xi values of x for the ith sample, and yi
represents the values of y for the ith sample.
Spearman Rank Correlation. Spearman correlation is a
correlation measure that is equal to the Pearson correlation
between the rank values of those two features. While Pear-
son’s correlation measures linear relationships, Spearman’s
correlation measures whether linear and non-linear relation-
ships. The following formula is used to calculate the Spear-
man rank correlation:

ρ = 1−
6
∑
d2i

n
(
n2 − 1

) . (2)

where ρ means Spearman rank correlation and di represents
the difference between the ranks of corresponding variables,
n represents the number of samples.
Kendall Rank Correlation. Kendall correlation is a
non-parametric test that measures the dependency strength
between two features. It is used as an alternative to Pearson’s
correlation (parametric) when the data failed one or more
assumptions of the test or when the sample size is small
and has many tied ranks. The following formula is used to
calculate the value of Kendall rank correlation:

τ =
nc − nd

n(n− 1)/2
. (3)

where nc represents the number of concordant and nd repre-
sents the number of discordant.

C. DATA HANDLING AND PREPROCESSING
Since the range of values in the data varies widely, some of the
measurements may not work properly without normalization.
For example, If one of the features has a wide range of values,
this may cause a failure in some of the statistical measures.
Therefore, the range of all features should be normalized
to be in the same range so that each feature contributes
approximately proportionately to the final result.
Normalization.Data normalization is a method used to scale
a set of independent values into a predefined range of values
mostly from 0 to 1, without distorting differences in the
ranges of values. There are many functions that can be used

to perform such scaling such as min-max normalization and
z-score normalization. In our measurement, we are utilizing
min-max normalization method to rescale the data to be in the
range [0, 1] using the following formula:

xnew =
xold − xmin
xmax − xmin

. (4)

where xold is the original value of x and xnew is the normalized
value of x. xmin and xmax are the maximum and minimum
values in the given dataset.
Discretization. Discretization is the process of transferring
continuous values into pre-defined label interval. In this
study, we mapped the continuous data to five discrete val-
ues, i.e., from 0.2 to 1.0 with a distance of 0.2, represent-
ing the high end of the interval in which the data occurs,
e.g., values within the ranges [0, 0.2] and ]0.2, 0.4] are
assigned the values 0.2 and 0.4, respectively, and so on.

D. PROXY ANALYSIS
Censorship. Tech.co [26], a media resource for tech news
and product reviews, have provided a list of the 30-most
Internet-censored countries based on the monitoring poli-
cies and exposure of people to Internet contents and privacy
tools (e.g.,VPNs). It lists Turkmenistan, North Korea, China,
Eritrea, and Iran as the five most Internet-censored countries.
We study the correlation between the countries policies on
Internet censorship and the locality distribution of proxies.
Figure 5 shows a strong positive correlation between cen-
sorship and the number of open proxies within countries.
This correlation is observed for the 30-most Internet-censored
countries and the locality distribution of proxies in our
dataset. Since China has 16.21% of the total open proxies in
the dataset, this correlation might be derived by this distri-
bution. Generally, censorship does not show correlation with
the distribution of proxies as the correlation score on Pearson
measure is 0.21 for the total distribution of proxies.
Internet Freedom. According to the Freedom of the Net
2019 report [27], Iceland, Estonia, Canada, Germany, and the
United States are highest with respect to Internet freedom,
while China, Iran, Syria, Cuba, and Vietnam are perceived
as the worst. This report is established based on a study that
includes 70 analysts and 21 questions addressing the Internet
access, freedom of expression, and other privacy aspects. We
obtained the entire list of countries based on their ranking on
Internet freedom. To demonstrate the relationship between
Internet freedom and the locality distribution of proxies,
we measured the correlation between the best and worst
perceived 30-countries in Internet freedom and the number of
proxies. Figure 5 shows that there is no correlation between
Internet freedom and the distribution of proxies.
Political Stability. To explore the correlation between
the distribution of proxies and countries political stability,
we obtained the full list of countries ranking of political
stability from the World Bank. The World Bank, the largest
sources of funding and knowledge for developing countries,
provides a ranking of countries based on their political sta-
bility measured by an index with values between -3 (weak) to
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FIGURE 5. The correlation values of the number of proxies and the ranking of the country. C: censorship, IFB: Internet
freedom (best 30), IFW: Internet freedom (worst 30), PS: political stability, IS: Internet speed, GDP: Gross domestic product,
All: open and residential proxies, OP: open proxies, RP: residential proxies, BL: blacklisted proxies, BL-OP: blacklisted open
proxies, BL-RP: blacklisted residential proxies.

2.5 (strong). The highest political stability score is assigned to
Monaco (i.e., 1.61 points), while the lowest score is assigned
to Yemen (i.e.,-3 points). We observe that the score of -3
is given to Yemen by the source of data as a sign of data
unavailability or severe political instability due to an ongoing
war in the region. The results in Figure 5 show that there is
no observed correlation between countries political stability
and the distribution of proxies.
Internet Speed.We explore the correlation between Internet
speed and distribution of proxies. We obtained the list of
countries ranking of Internet speed from Speedtest by Ookla
[28]. We observed a positive correlation between Internet
speed and the distribution of proxies in general. This positive
correlation is also observed with the blacklisted residential
proxies. This is inlinewith the intuitive that one can expect the
distribution of proxies locality fits positively with the Internet
speed.
GDP.Wefinally explore the correlation between theGDP and
the distribution of proxies. The GDP is a monetary indicator
that measures of the market value based on the production of
all goods and services in a certain time period. We obtained
the countries GDP ranking data from the International Mon-
etary Fund [29] for the year 2020. The analysis shows a
strong positive correlation between the GDP and proxies
localities, especially for the residential proxies. This is due to
the fact that countries with higher GDP often maintain high
operational services to host Internet proxies.

V. CONCLUSION
Internet proxies are intermediary and a gateway between
users and servers, often used to protect users’ privacy and
hide their identity. Moreover, proxies are used to surpass the
policies-enforced regional restrictions on accessing the Inter-
net, enabling the user’s freedom use of the Internet. However,
they may be used by adversaries to launch attacks, collect
users’ data, and inject ads and files. In this study, we highlight
this by conducting a comprehensive study on two types of
proxies, i.e., open and residential proxies. By studying a
dataset of 1,045,468 open proxies and 6,419,987 residen-
tial proxies, we found that 79.11% of the open proxies are
blacklisted via different blacklisting services, with 28.23%
labeled as spam proxies, and 6.97% labeled as proxies used to
launch an attack. Similarly, our analysis shows that 86.04% of
the residential proxies are blacklisted, despite their efforts in

hiding their identity, with 16.85% labeled as spam and 0.27%
are associated with an adversary attacks. Further, we found
that the distribution of the proxies is positively correlatedwith
the GDP and Internet speed on the country-level of residence.
While Internet proxies are considered a privacy preserving
way to access the Internet, this study, along with several
studies in the literature, highlights the malicious use of the
proxies, and the risk of using them.
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